To future math 200 online class students,

I am sure some of you have never taken an online class before like I was, you may be afraid of this class like I was before I took this course. However, I bet there will be nothing to worry about as long as you keep up with the course schedule. I am personally not a self-motivated person who does homework ahead, so having the schedule that the class provides allowed me never to be late for assignment.

Some of you might think this class will be less challenging because it is online class, but there are many homework and quizzes that are assigned. But, they are short and you have several days to work on each of them, they should not be a big problem of you if you keep up with the schedule.

There were three good study habits that I had in this class that helped me through. First I always did my work on time following the class schedule exactly. Second, I asked the instructor whenever I had questions. Professor Moss is willing to help students, so you can easily get help from her through email or office hour. Third, doing textbook homework a week before the exam was helpful to review. However, doing them a night before the exam will not work. I learned that lesson after the first exam. I thought I could finish them on time, but they took longer than I expected. If I have to take other online classes in the future, I think it will be good to attend those study sessions, which can answer a lot of questions. Also, earning some extra credit by doing course works earlier to boost up the grades will be very helpful.

As long as you keep up with your work on time, this class will be just fine. You have a great instructor who is willing to help you and the website has plenty of sources for you to be ready for the test. Don’t be afraid of taking an online course~! Go for it!